1. Effects of conspecific neighbours on survival and growth of trees have been found to be 2 related to species abundance. Both positive and negative relationships may explain 3 observed abundance patterns. Surprisingly, it is rarely tested whether such relationships 4 could be biased or even spurious due to transforming neighbourhood variables or 5 influences of spatial aggregation, distance decay of neighbour effects and standardization 6 of effect sizes. 7 2. To investigate potential biases, communities of 20 identical species were simulated with 8 log-series abundances but without species-specific interactions. No relationship of 9 conspecific neighbour effects on survival or growth with species abundance was expected. 10
Introduction 27
Whether or not conspecific negative density dependence (CNDD) at small 28 neighbourhood scales shapes species abundances in tropical tree communities at larger scales 29 is far from resolved and we probably should not even expect the answer to be simple. In 30 principle, there are several possibilities. First, the strength of CNDD is unrelated to 31 abundance. Second, the strength of CNDD is negatively related to abundance (strong CNDD 32 for abundant but weak CNDD for rare species). This would prevent abundant species 33 becoming even more abundant and thereby competitively excluding other species. Moreover, 34 it would confer a rare-species advantage and possibly lead to a community compensatory 35 trend (CCT, Connell et al. 1984) . Third, the strength of CNDD is positively related to 36 abundance (strong CNDD for rare but weak for abundant species). This would explain the 37 rarity and low abundance of the species with strong CNDD and the high abundances of 38 species with weak CNDD (Comita et al. 2010 ). There remain though two further possibilities 39 which are that either a mix of positive and negative processes is operating, or the observed 40 size distributions of individuals (basal area, ba) were log-normal with mean 2 and standard 79 deviation 1, and simulations were initialized with no spatial dependency in individual size. coefficients were chosen to lead to roughly 50% mortality for each species. Specifically, β 0 = 100 5, β 1 = 2.5, and β 2 = β 3 = -0.05. Second, the linear predictor was converted to individualStandardized regression coefficients (b) were obtained from regressions with independent 106 variables standardized (or scaled) by subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard 107 deviation. Unlike in the neighbourhood analysis for absolute growth rate (agr) as dependent 108 variable (see below), fitted neighbourhood radii were fixed for the logistic regressions at 20 109 m, because best fitting neighbourhood radii for rarer species were sometime smaller than the 110 simulated 20 m radius. To investigate effects of transformations, the same multiple regression 111 approach as described above, but now with log-transformed neighbour terms was used: 112
with β 0 and β 1 as above, and β 2 = β 3 = -1.3. The β's of the neighbour terms needed to be 116 adjusted in order to maintain 50% mortality. Again, unstandardized (β) and standardized (b) 117 regression coefficients were estimated by logistic regressions (general linear models with 118 binomially distributed error terms). Finally, β 3 and b 3 , as well as variability in numbers of 119 conspecific neighbours within the neighbourhood radius r for each species, were correlated 120 with species abundances (i.e. log(number of individuals of each species at the plot level)). 121
In the simulations of individual growth, different distance decays and relative size 122 differences were also taken into account because competition is often size-and distance 123 dependent. Size-and distance dependencies could also have been analysed for survival as 124 dependent variable. However, since the parallel analyses yielded essentially similar 125 conclusions, we present analyses with different distance decays for growth only. For each 
168
There were no significant regressions for conspecific density-dependent effects 169 (regression coefficient β 3 in Eq. 1) on survival and species abundance (Fig. 2) regardless of 170 whether untransformed or log-transformed number of conspecific neighbours were used to 171 quantify the neighbourhood. However, variability in number of conspecific neighbours was 172 positively correlated with abundance if untransformed (Eq. 1) but negatively related if log-173 transformed (Eq. 2). Consequently, standardized regression coefficients were negatively 174 correlated with abundance if number of conspecific neighbours was quantified on theexpands variability but compresses the variability in number of conspecific neighbours for 180 common species (large values). This variability in number of conspecific neighbours (SD X ) 181 increases from rare to common species on untransformed scales but decreases from rare to 182 common species on transformed scales. 183
There were no significant regressions for conspecific density-dependent effects on 184 growth (regression coefficient β 3 in Eq. 3) and species abundance (plot level basal area) 185 regardless of distance decay or spatial pattern (Fig. 4) . Variation in parameter estimates was 186 largest for squared distance decay and random spatial pattern. Best fitting radii for bigger 187 conspecific neighbours were unbiased in neighbourhood models without distance decay and 188 random spatial pattern (Table 1) . However, in the aggregated pattern and with linear distance 189 decay they were slightly underestimated. With estimates (mean ± SD) of 15.9 ± 2.6 in the 190 random spatial pattern and 14.5 ± 3.2, the underestimation was more pronounced with 191 squared distance decay. 192
Variability in local conspecific neighbour density (within 20 m) varied depending on 193 distance decay and spatial pattern (Fig. 5) . A strong negative regression with abundance 194 emerged without distance decay in both spatial patterns. With linear distance decay, the 195 regression was not significant with random spatial pattern but still negative in the aggregated 196 pattern. With squared distance decay, the regression switched to positive in the random 197 pattern, but it was not significant in the aggregated pattern. 198
As a consequence of variation in local conspecific neighbour density, effect sizes ( 
